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KARIMPUR PANNADEVI COLLEGE
LAB PRACTICAL EXAMINATION 4TH SEMESTER 2020

DEPERTMENT OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION
FULL MARKS -20

 01) First Aid ��耀z�� �靠耀 �Τ�Λ耀�靠�耀Ȓ �靠 �Λ ?

 02) First aid golden rules �Τ�Λ �Λ ?

 03) Thermo therapy �Λ⿏ �Ȓ ��z�z ? Thermo therapy �靠�⿏ �Τ�Λ �Λ ?

 04) Hydro therapy �Λ⿏ �Ȓ ��z�z ? Hydro therapy �靠�⿏ �Τ�Λ �Λ ?
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UG 4th Semester Examination 2020 

CHEMISTRY PRACTICAL 

[HONOURS] 

Course Code: CHEM(G) GE-02-P 

Full Marks: 10 

িন িলিখত িলর মেধ  যেকান পাচঁ ট ে র উ র দাও : [২ X ৫=১০] 

১। i) পৃ টান িন িলিখত য িবষয় িলর উপর িনভর কের- 

ক) বায়মু েলর চাপ খ) তরেলর কৃিত গ) তরেলর উ তা ঘ) এ িলর সবক ট 

ii) জেল িনম ত দু ট িভ  বধ িবিশ  কিশক নেল জল ে র উ য়ন-

ক) দু ট নেলই সমান খ) কম বধিবিশ  নেল বিশ গ) বিশ বধিবিশ  নেল বিশ ঘ) কােনা টই নয় 

২।  পৃ টােনর একক ও মা া কী? 

৩।  সা তা িনণয় সং া  পয়সুিলর সমীকরণ ট (Poiseuille’s equation) ব ব ত িচ িলর অথসহ লেখা। 

৪।  সা তা কান্ কান্ িবষয় িলর উপর িনভরশীল? 

৫।  সা তার একক ও মা া লেখা। 

৬।  চাপ বৃ  পেল কােনা তরেলর সা তা  কী পভােব  পিরবিতত হয়? 
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UG 4th Semester Examination 2020 

CHEMISTRY PRACTICAL 

[PROGRAM] 

Course Code: CHEM(G) CC-04-P 

Full Marks: 10 

িন িলিখত িলর মেধ  যেকান পাচঁ ট ে র উ র দাও : [২ X ৫=১০] 

১) EDTA –এর গঠন লেখা।  

২) পােটনিসওিমটােরর কাযনীিত ট লেখা। 

৩) দু ট তী  ােরর উদাহরণ দাও। 

৪) তী  অ ািসড ও তী  ােরর  ক াে ােম ক টাইে শেনর লখিচ  অ ণ কেরা। 

৫) এক ট অ ািসড- ার িনেদশেকর  উদাহরণ দাও এবং তার রাসায়িনক গঠন লেখা। 

৬) পােটনিসওিমটার কীভােব িবভব পিরমাপ কের? 

৭) মার লবেণর রাসায়িনক নাম ও সংেকত লেখা। 
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Kalyani University 

B. SC. Semester - IV Examination – 2020 

PHYSICS Generic Elective  –  HGE-P-2 

OPTION – A 

PHYS(H)/GE-2A-P 

(Thermal Physics and Statistical Mechanics) 

Full Marks : 10 

GROUP-A 

Answer any four questions :   2.5×4 = 10 

1. Describe the mechanical equivalent of heat. Is it possible to convert heat to mechanical work with

100% efficiency? Why?

2. How can you practically develop a near-perfect blackbody in the? What is the unit of Plank’s

constant?

3. Write down the Stefan's law of radiation. What is the unit of Stefan's constant?

4. Define thermal conductivity of a metal. What is its unit?

5. Briefly describe the experimental setup for measuring the coefficient of thermal conductivity by

Searle's Apparatus.

5. Discuss the advantages and disadvantages between Searle's method and Angstrom's method of

measuring thermal conductivity.

6. Briefly describe the Lee and Charlton's disc method of measuring thermal conductivity of a bad

conductor. Why is it necessary to attain steady state before recording data for cooling curve?

7. How does the resistance of a conductor and semiconductor change with temperature? Why?

8. What is meant by thermo e.m.f.? Why is it not possible to measure thermo e.m.f. directly by a

voltmeter?

9. Write down the working principle of a thermocouple. Mention few applications of thermocouple.

10. What is a Resistance Temperature Device (RTD)? What is the difference between a RTD and

thermocouple?
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OPTION – B 

PHYS(H)/GE-2B-P 

(Waves and Optics) 

Full Marks : 10 

GROUP-A 

Answer any four questions :   2.5×4 = 10 

1. What is a coupled oscillator? Explain normal mode in a coupled oscillator.

2. Briefly describe Melde's Experiment for verification of  n2
 - T law.

3. What are Lissajous figures. How can you produce an ellipse in a Lissajous figure?

4. What is viscosity? Discuss the similarity between viscosity and electrical resistance.

5. What is a spectrometer? Why is it important to focus a spectrometer before using it?

6. Define dispersive power. Write down the expression for dispersive power for a prism.

7. How does the refractive index change with wavelength? Describe anomalous dispersion.

8. What is meant by resolving power? Write down the expression for resolving power of a prism and

a plane grating.

9. What is a biprism? In a Fresnel biprism experiment how do you measure the separation between

the two virtual slits?

10. Write down the expression for determining wavelength using Newton's Rings apparatus. Is it

possible to obtain central bright region instead of dark? How?

11. Write down the expression for principal maxima and the secondary maxima for a diffraction

grating. What is meant by missing lines in a grating spectra?
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UNIVERSITY OF KALYANI

4TH SEMESTER EXAMINATION

Paper

Students are strongly advised to write answers in their own words

Answer any five questions from the following:

1. What is the atomic dipole moment? What is Bohr Magneton?
2. What is susceptibility? What is the unit of magnetic

susceptibility?
3. What is hysteresis in magnetic materials? What is meant by

hysteresis loss? 
4. What are diamagnetic materials? What are the

diamagnetic materials?
5. On what factors does the sign
6. What is paramagnetism? What are properties of paramagnetic

materials?
7. Define dielectric loss and loss tangent.

UNIVERSITY OF KALYANI 

SEMESTER EXAMINATION (GENERAL
(BLENDED MODE) 

Physics (General) 

Paper- PHY-G-CC-P-04 

 Full Marks: 10 

Students are strongly advised to write answers in their own words

questions from the following: 

What is the atomic dipole moment? What is Bohr Magneton?
What is susceptibility? What is the unit of magnetic

What is hysteresis in magnetic materials? What is meant by

What are diamagnetic materials? What are the properties of
diamagnetic materials?
On what factors does the sign of Hall coefficient depend?
What is paramagnetism? What are properties of paramagnetic

Define dielectric loss and loss tangent.

GENERAL), 2020 

Students are strongly advised to write answers in their own words. 

 2×5=10 

What is the atomic dipole moment? What is Bohr Magneton?
What is susceptibility? What is the unit of magnetic

What is hysteresis in magnetic materials? What is meant by

properties of 

depend? 
What is paramagnetism? What are properties of paramagnetic
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University of Kalyani 

Karimpur Pannadevi College 

B.Sc Programme Course 4th Sem Examination, 2020 

Subject- Botany Practical (GCC) 

Duration- 1.30 hour 

Answer any 10 questions.  2x10=20 

1. Effect of IAA in plant root.

2. Why suction is produced in transpiration?

3. Principle or formula of Stomatal index.

4. How do you determine Stomatal frequency?

5. Name some environmental factors that has effect on transpiration.

6. What is ascent of sap?

7. What is turgor pressure?

8. Definition of RQ. Write down the formula of RQ.

9. Principle of paper chromatography.

10. Effect of bicarbonate concentration on O2 evolution in photosynthesis.

11. What is plasmolysis?

12. Write down the factors that has effect on respiration.
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University of Kalyani 

Karimpur Pannadevi College 

B.Sc Programme Course 4th Sem Examination, 2020 

Subject- Botany Practical (GE) 

Duration- 1.30 hour 

Answer any five questions. 2x5=10 

1.1 What is Anemoeter and Rain gauge? 

1.2 Write down the morphological adaptation features of Halophytes. 

1.3 Name one stem parasite and insectivorous plant. 

1.4 What are epiphytes? Give one example 

1.5 Give two examples of Malvaceae family plants (scientific name). 

1.6 Write down the Raunkiaer’s frequency distribution law. 

1.7 Name one Botanical garden and Herbarium in India. 

2 Draw a habit sketch, describe the vegetative & floral characters and systematic position 

(Bentham & Hooker) of any one of the fallowing family.            10x1=10 

a) Asteraceae

b) Euphorbiaceae
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   U.G. 4th Semester Examination- 2020 

 (Karimpur Pannadevi College- under University of Kalyani) 

        ZOOLOGY 

[PROGRAMME] 

Course Code: ZOOL-G-CC-P-04 

Full marks: 20 Time: 1 hr. 30 Minutes 

1. Answer the following question as instructed:-

i) Write down the Name of the Experiment.  1 

ii) Elaborate the Steps (briefly) from A to D  4 

2. Identify Any 6 (Six) from the Slide below:  6 
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3. Identify ANY 3 (Three)  with proper Identifying Characters (Three

Characters for each Slide):  3 x 3 = 9 

A)  B) 

C)  D) 
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U.G. 4th Semester Examination- 2020 

 (Karimpur Pannadevi College- under University of Kalyani) 

        ZOOLOGY 

Course Code: ZOOL-HGE P-02  

Full marks: 20 Time: 1 hr. 30 Minutes 

1. Identify the following specimens (A-C) with AT LEAST 3 (THREE) Characters

3x4=12

A)  B) 

C) 
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2. Identify the ANY TWO following specimens (A-C) with AT LEAST 3

(THREE) Characters.  2 X 4= 8 

A)  B) 

 C) 
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